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Redefining sleep comfort

Here are some that the Eclipse™ fixes with ease:

Common CPAP pain points

Eclipse™

Bleep Halos for Eclipse Mask Frame
Item#
CAP100631 

Bleep Eclipse Starter Kit
Item#
CAP100630 

BALD SPOTS BROKEN HAIR CPAP MASK 
WAKING YOU UP

DRY EYES FACE PAIN FOLLICLE
INFECTIONS

HAIR 
FALLING OUT

NOSE PAIN NOSTRIL PAIN POOR SLEEP TANGLED HAIR TEETH PAIN

Available from



The magnets have 
passed the newest 
regulatory testing 
and are cleared.
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Reimbursable
Eclipse is covered under Nasal Masks 
(HCPCS A7034) and Nasal Pillow Cushions 
(HCPCS A7033).

A steady resupply revenue source
The 16-night supply pack of Halos equals 22 
resupply events annually. 

No leaks
Bleep's patented design fits the exact shape 
of the patient's nose, so it’s totally leak-free. 
No more sleep disruptions!

Total comfort
Patients can sleep on their back, 
stomach or side; the Eclipse 
won’t slip off or get in the way. 
Sweet dreams!

Zero marks
No headgear or mask equals 
zero face marks. Patients wake 
up refreshed and ready to go!

Redefining sleep comfort

Scan for more 

information, 

videos, and 

testimonials

The BLEEP Eclipse™ clinically-proven NO LEAKS PAP 
solution is the only one of its kind on the market. No 
headgear, no mask lines and no broken hair. The 
comfortable Eclipse mask frame includes a diffuser 
and flexible tube and connects to Halos in lieu of 
headgear. Halos affix to the nasal area without 
inserting into the nostrils, significantly reducing 
irritation and claustrophobia, driving patient comfort 
and health, and preventing face marks. Halos are 
hypoallergenic, with gentle, surgical grade adhesive, 
and free from BPA, corn or latex. Halos utilize 
innovative MagSeal™ technology for rapid connection 
and disconnection. BLEEP sleep solutions are covered 
by Medicare and insurance, and the only CPAP 
solutions fully made in the USA.

Available from


